
Kitchen Lab Rules 
REMEMBER:  BEING IN THE LAB IS A PRIVILEGE WHICH CAN BE TAKEN AWAY 

1. Always wear a clean apron.  If your apron gets dirty in the lab, put it in the washer. 
2. Always tie your hair back or wear a hair net.  Any loose hair must be pinned back or 

under a hair net until the class is over. 
3. Always wash your hands before touching food or equipment: 

a. Use soap and hot water. 
b. Wash for at least 20 seconds. 
c. Use nail brush to clean under fingernails. 

4. Keep electrical appliances away from the water.  This also includes the microwave. 
5. Remove hot items from the oven or microwave with hot pads or oven mitts, NOT 

hand towels or dish rags. 
6. Wash with the washing towels and dry with the drying towels.  Do not use either to 

wash or dry your hands.  Use paper towels to dry your hands after washing them.  
7. Never shove food down the sink drain.  Always place it in the trash.  There are no 

garbage disposals so food will rot in the drains.    
8. Turn pan handles toward the middle or back of the stovetop. 
9. DO NOT SIT ON THE COUNTERS!!!  It is extremely unsanitary! 
10. Do NOT taste food repeatedly with the same utensil while you are preparing it. 
11. Stay in your OWN kitchen unit.  Your group needs your help! 
12. Put all equipment and supplies back in the correct drawer. (All drawers and 

cupboards will be checked-off after each lab.) 
13. Clean-up your work area: 

a. Wipe off counters with wet soapy dish rag and sanitizer. 
b. Follow the Dishwashing Procedure listed on the board. 
c. No food is to be pushed down the drain.  Throw it in the garbage.     
d. Wash AND dry all dishes. 
e. Wash AND dry out sink completely. 
f. Put dirty towels and aprons in washer.  Do NOT throw them in.   

14. NO water fights with the kitchen faucets, or “messing around” of any kind: 
a. Lab privileges will be taken away for 2 weeks. 
b. All labs will be made up at home. 

15.   If you are absent on a cooking day, you must make the recipe at home and bring 
back a small sample (if appropriate) or a picture of the finished product.   

 
 



Kitchen Lab Procedures & Jobs 
Lab Jobs: 

1. You will be assigned to a lab group and given a number in that group.  This number 
represents the “job” you will be assigned to for that cooking day.  Your jobs will 
rotate each time you cook. 

2. To find your job assignment, look on the whiteboard at the front of the kitchen 
lab.   

3. If a member of the group is absent, their job must be divided among all members 
of the group present on that day.   

 

Procedure for Getting Supplies: 
1. Any supplies needed that are not already in your kitchen unit will be collected by 

the group member who is assigned to that job for the day.  ONLY that person 
should be at the supply table.   

2. In Cupboard 5, (under the sink), there is a pink tray.  The “Supply Person” will place 
all measuring equipment needed on the tray and bring it up to the supply table to 
measure all remaining ingredients.  

3. After getting all supplies, take tray and all equipment back to your kitchen.  Do not 
leave any measuring equipment at the supply table. 

4. Everyone should get a chance to help prepare part of the recipe.  There should not 
be one person in charge.  Share the duties and be respectful of everyone in the 
group. 

 

Checkout Procedure: (Before ANYONE in your group can be excused) 
1. All counters must be cleaned and sanitized. 
2. All cupboards and drawers must be shut and closed. 
3. Dish soap and sanitizer must be under the sink. 
4. If the oven was used, all heating elements and timers should be turned off. 
5. If the microwave or blender was used, the inside and outside must be clean. 
6. All equipment must be back in the correct cupboards and drawers.   
7. The sink must be COMPLETY dried out, (especially around the spout and handles.)  
8. Turn in your recipe evaluation to receive credit for the day. 

 

Student Signature: _____________________________________________________ 
           Name                                                 Printed Name                          Date                    Period 
 


